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General comments:

The manuscript (ms) aims to come up with as much hydrological information as pos-
sible in data scarce or even data absent situations of debris flows. The overall aim
is to delineate debris flow hazards in basins. This aim should be applauded. De-
bris flows are notorious underdetermined as it is very hard to get measurements on
regular basis of these events. Every approach to try to describe hydrology in such
cases deserves positive attitude. I do not fully agree with the description of the aim
of the work nor the terminology the authors used. To me, the ms proposes a ge-
omorphological/topographical approach to mimic hydrology based basically on DEM
information. The aim is to delineate debris flow hazards based on this approach. The
proposed method is very simple and straightforward: use areal ratios to estimate dis-
charge through a cross section. Only one discharge measurement is needed. Basic
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assumptions are uniform flow generation, flow hydraulics and sediment supply. Sim-
plicity in this case can – I think – be an advantage.

However, the authors have no data to test their method, nor used published data sets
to test/validate their approach. Additionally, the paper lacks a scientific approach.
The authors present the results of their approach but show/present no effort to really
analyse/evaluate/proof/falsify their approach. So, although the approach could make
sense, the authors ‘only’ present the single run of their model and then not even with
hydrological information (the innovation) but the hazard map (final aim). In other words,
nothing is proven and that leaves the reader disappointed. Therefore, I have to reject
this ms for publication. In my opinion the paper could have some potential but in current
form is far from complete/finished/publishable, it is a start at the most.

In the following I give a) a list of possible improvements and b) a set of minor items
(not complete) to think over or address. I hope the authors will follow up, significantly
improve their scientific method, analysis and discussion of their approach and resubmit
such a ms. - Reformulate the aim/method. This is no hydrology-based model but a
topography based approach to make up for the lack of hydrology information. - Define
a method to calibrate/validate/proof your model (see next point) - E.g. as you have no
data, all you have 1 one description, so the field testing is not really a scientific proof.
I suggest you try to find data, preferably already published, that can serve as kind of
benchmark verification of your approach. So you run your model on that. - Another
way forward could be, to define a simple hypothetical (synthetic) catchment, run full
numerical model and then compare outcomes with your approach. Evaluate strong
and weak points. - Also elaborate on this one field example you have. Show/explain
your method of deriving your discharge estimate etc (see also under “other points”.).
- Perform at least some kind of sensitivity for your approach, e.g. the influence of
the DEM resolution (which you write yourself has influence (of course, it influences
everything you need in your model, such as the cross sections you derive), but also
quantify the effect of the Manning coefficient. Just writing it has influence is not enough.
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Other points: - P1, L23: hazard should be Risk - P1L27: countermeasure -> measure -
P1L27-30: you only define one aim (hazard zoning). Digital maps are no aim, classify
different levels of hazard is not what you do. - P1L34: I do not get yoyr model-type
classification system. - P2L37: well-defined? In your DEM based approach there is
no such thing as well-defined - P3Eq.1: define all subscripts - P3L9-27: I understand
you describe the assumptions very well, but please also test these assumptions in the
following research. That is really missing. - P3L22: Do you have proof that volume
ratios can be approximated with areal ratio? Can you do some back-of-envelope cal-
culations. And why not allowing exponent m to change? In other words, (V/V)ˆm =
A/A)ˆn (and then estimate what n should be). This could be done perhaps with a syn-
thetic analysis using GIUH approach? - P4 section 2.2. Don’t you agree “algoritms”
is a too big word for 1 formula you are using? - P4L26-29: unnecessary explanation.
Left and right bank of stream are always defined like that in geomorphology - P5L6-17:
It could be interesting if you give your scripts in an appendix so to evaluate this as
well and others to also test/use it. - P5 section 4: this is not model testing. You ‘only’
apply it without critical evaluation. - P5L35: “According to field survey”. Explain how
performed, which method you followed. And explain how you can get 1745 m3/s with
12 m/s flow velocity. - P5L36-37: Discuss overtopping (this discharge is more than
bank-full discharge, which you use in your approach). Also discuss effect of sediment
scouring and additional bank erosion with such flow velocities - P6L5: of course DEM
resolution is important. Please elaborate on this, show sensitivity and discuss effects.
- P6L10: Define “acceptable agreement”. - P6 Section 5 Discussion: This is not a
discussion on your results. You only point to some problems without really relating it to
your model results.
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